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1. Introduction and Summary

Quantum electrodynamics in (2+1) space-time dimensions ( Q E D Í ) has been the sub-
ject of much interest recently, as a model of both the quantum Hall effect [1] and high-T-
superconductiviiy. insofar as electrons seem to experience an attractive po'.enlial. with pos-
sible formation of bound states [2]. Serious conceptual problems arise, however, when the
theory is considered in the framework of renormalized perturbation theory [3]: in particular,
the latter does not furnish an unambiguous answer to the fundamental question whether the
dynamically generated photon mass n is different from zero [3]. In fact, two bona-fide regu-
larizations of the one-loop vacuum polarization tensor - the Pauli-V'illars (PV) and a gauge
invariant analytic [4] or dimensional reguiarization [3] yield /< = U and i' ? 0. respectively
! As remarked in [3]. there is no ultimate way to decide on a unique regulator ("regulator
ambiguity"1). and the PV reguiarization may even be preferable to others because it produces
the most regular expressions. However, the fart that it leads to the " undesired" value )t = ti
led the authors of [2] to consider a framework where it is automatically excluded, viz QED3
as a limit of the so-called Maxwell - Chern-Simons theory [2]. Other authors, searching for
alternative solutions, studied QEDa in the Heisenberg picture, following an approach due
10 Kàllén [õ]. The latter is. however, not free from divergences . and subtle mathematical
problems remain to be clarified.

In this paper, we revisit QED3 from the point of view of causal perturbation theory ([6].
[7]). In this approach, the theory is unambiguously defined and no ultraviolet divergences
appear at any stage, if the crucial process of distribution splitting (d.s.) is carefully carried
out and replaces the naive Feynman rules for closed loops. In addition, one works exclusively
with the free asymptotic fields so that all quantities are mathematically well-defined. This is
briefly reviewed in section 2. Two points are further discussed in section 2. The first one is a
natural condition of minimality which arises in the d.s. and is of fundamental importance, as
will be shown by an example from QED4. The second one concerns certain finite constants
which also arise in the process of d.s.. and are not fixed by causality. Their number is fixed
by the (minimal) order u of the distribution being splitted (a concept defined and explained
in section 2) and decreases with the order of perturbation in u characteristic way leading to
a supernormalizable theory. This is shown at the end of section J.

The values of the finite constants just mentioned are in general fixed by other physical
requirements, which depend on the process being considered. In section 3 we show that to
lowest order in perturbation theory the vacuum polarization tensor II,,,. satisfies

This leads to a nonperturbative dynamically generated photon mass, as discussed in [3].
The condition which unambiguously fixes the values of the constants in this case is gauge
mvariance. as in QED4 [8]. In section 4 we discuss the self-energy of the electron and prove
that ii is infrared singular at the mass shell, in contrast to QED4 [7]. The singularity is.
however, iiueeiable. and the self-energy is well-defined in the causal theory as a tempered
distribution. We do not discuss further either the infrared problem or the nonrelativistic
limit of the theory here. Our objective was to remam at the level of discussion of Deser
"\ al. f.1]. but to show that in lhe causal framework no ambiguity arises section ~> hrietK
summarizes our conclusions, discussnm the reason for thr faiiur*1 of the PV retçuiarizatioii



2. The Causal Theory

In the causal theory ([6], [7]) the S-matrix is viewed as an operator-valued distribution
and has the following form (for QEDa)

£=/ d?xl..d
3xnTn(xl,...xn)g(xi)...g(xn), (2.1)

where g € 5(R3}, the Schwartz space of functions of rapid decrease [9]. The choice of 5
as test function space is essentially fixed by the duality under Fourier transformation [9].
The test function g plays the role of "adiabalic switching" and provides a cutoff in the
long-range part of the interaction, without destroying any symmetry. It can be considered
as a natural infrared regulator. The adiabatic limit g — 1 exists in QED4 [10], if the right
physically measurable quantities (inclusive cross sections) are considered, and hence infrared
divergences are dealt with without modifying the definition of the S-matnx. We expect the
same is true in QEDa, although the infrared singularities are stronger (see section 4). but
we shall not consider this problem in the present paper.

The n-point operator-valued distributions Tn are the basic objects of the theory. They
can be constructed inductively from Tj through a number of physical requirements, the most
essential one being causality ([6], [7]). Let the operator-valued distributions fn be denned
by

S(ff)-1 = l + £^ |d 3 z I . . . d 3 * n T n (* 1 , . . . x n ) i , ( x 1 ) . ..g{xn). (2.2)

Then one defines, for arbitrary sets of points A'. V in (in our case (2+l)-dimensional)
Minkowski space, the following distributions

.4^i, . . . . in)=^fO l(A')Tn_ r > 1(V.tn) (2.3)
p-.

where the sums run over all partitions

P-,: {*,, . . .*„_,}=: A'UV. , V * I

into disjoint subse.s with |A'| = nu \Y\ < n - 2, and |A'( means the number of points in the
set A". We also introduce

Dnixi,...xn) = R',,-A'n (2.5)

If the sums are extended over all partitions Pi, including the empty set A' = 8. we obtaiii
the distributions

= A'n+Tnlxi....xn). (2 .G)

in) = 53 7n.ni(V.xn)fni(A') =



= Kn + Tn[zl.--xrl). (2.7)

These iwo distributions are not known by the induction assumption because they contain
the unknown Tn- Only the difference

Dn = K - -< = ft» ~ An (2.8)

is known. In ([6], [']) it is shown how to determine Rn or .4n separately by investigating
the support properties of the various distributions. It turns out that Rn is a retarded and
.-in an advanced distribution

, çr;.,ii.) (2.10)

with
r * . , ( x ) = \[Zl,... i . . , ) 11, 6 P*(r ) ,Vj = 1 . . . . n - 1} (2.11)

("•±(3-) = \y\iv-xf > 0. ±(j/° - r°) > 0} 12.12)

Hence, by causal distribution splitting (d.s.) of (2.8) one gets Rn (and .4n). and Tn then
follows from (2~) (or (2.6)).

In QED3 . Dn is of the form

i ; I

x :J[A(xm):, (2.13)
m

where tr (v) are the free fermion field operators and A the free radiation field operators [7].
The double dots denote the usual normal (Wick) ordering. The numerical distributions dk

n

have causal support due to (2.10):

supprf*(x,,...i;,,_1,xn)Ç r+_ , (x n )ur ;_ , (x n ) (2I4>

and are tempered, that is. </„ 6 S'(R3n) [9]. From what was explained before, they musi
be split as follows:

di
n(x) = rn(x)-an[x). (2.15)

supprn ç r + _ , ( x n ) , suppan ÇV'. , (*„) , (2.16)

where x - \X],...£„). The simplest way of splitting would be

rB(x) = \ n ( x ) d í ( x ) (2.17)

with
n - l

\ n ( x ) = H&U; - x n ) (2.18).

This would lead (o lhe naive lime-ordered producls and lhe ordinary Feynman rules
The difficuty is that (2.18) is discontinuous, and hence, if d*, is singular at T. = ir l .

'•„ (2.17) is Benerally not a well-defined distribution. Because of translation invanance it is
sufficient to put x r = 0 and to consider

c ( * | j - i . . . . j . , , . 1 . 0 ) e 5 ' (R n i ) . I» = :in - 3. (2.19)



The behaviour of d{x) in the neighbourhood of x = 0 is essential for the splitting procedure.
For this reason, we introduce [11] the definition

Definition 1. The distribution d(x) € S*(R") has a tuasi-usumptottcs do[x) at x = 0
•/ lAere exists a positive continuous function p{6) such that the limit

ensts in 5'(Rm).
We may write (2.20) as

(2.20'

(2.21)

for all <p € 5. Due to the duality property of S under Fourier transformation [9]. we have
an equivalent definition in momentum space:

Definition 2.2 Tht distribution d(p) € S'(Rm) has quasi-asumptottcs do{p) at p = oc

{d0, #). (2.221

Above, d is the (distributional) Fourier transform oid.dis the 'tverse Fourier transform
of ç. It may be proved that

for some real w [11]. The function p is therefore called power-counting function.
Definition 2.3 The distribution d € S'(Rm) is called singular of order u; if it has a

quasi-asymptotic* do(x) at x = 0 (or d{p) at p = 00j, toitA pou>er-coun<mj function p(i)
satisfying (S.SS).

It follows from (2.23) that

("-' > ^-1 > f+l (2 2-1)
P d ) ~

for all 0 < :. Froiii (2.2-1) we see thai, i f * < 0. ^Í(Í) — x for ^ — 0 and. heiKe

f^-0- (2-25)
It follows (see [7] or [11]) that m this case (2.17) is the unique spurting solution. If.- > 0.
a splitting in the same manner is only possible if the test function \p satisfies

( D V ) ( 0 ) = 0 V|a| < - (2.26)

We therefore introduce

(2.27)

where u(x) is any auxiliary function «/(i) € SfR™') with

u(0| = 1 D"u(l)) = 0 for l < | o | < - (2.28)



Then a solution for the retarded part is given by

<r(i). v) = (d. 6tr x)Wç). (2.29)

where 6 is the Heaviside step function and r a time-like vector r = (ii i n - i ) £ !**_,
However, m sliarp contrast to the case w < 0. the splitting in the case „. > Ü is not unique.
Two different splitting solutions differ by a distribution with point support

f - r = JT CnD
16(z) (2.30)

|«|=o

The causal splitting can directly be done in momentum space by means of the followins
dispersion formula [6]

r[p)
•tn J

This method of splitting is very convenient because it is obviously Lorentz covariant and does
not destroy any symmetry of the theory, in particular, it is gauge invariant. Let us therefore
call (2.31) the symmetric splitting solution. By (2.30). the general splitting solution is given
by

U"

?(p) = r(p)+ Y,Cap'. (2.32)
l«l=o

If a distribution has singular order u. it has also singular order u' > ». This would
allow to add in (2.32) higher powers of p. However, it is natural to require that the singular
order u is not increased in the process of distribution splitting. This minimality condition
has a very strong experimental basis: without this condition much of the predictive power
of QED4 would be lost. In fact, consider the vertex function ([7]. (3.8.68))

T'(p,q) = t/(/>V + ^""P^
irn

Í2.33)

where P = p - q and / and g are the form factors of the electron, say The value ([?].
(3.9.13))

S(0) = - ( 2 j ) - n .

in third order, which follows from the symmetrical splitting solution (2.31), gives the precise
value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron. This is the most accurately
measured and calculated quantity in physics. But addition of a constant to g(P2) is possible
in view of (2.32) and would ruin the prediction. Fortunately. T" has singular order ~ = Ü.
but the ̂ normalization of g{P7) corresponds to addition of a polynomial of decree _• = 1
and is excluded by the minimality condition. This demonstrates the importance of this
condition which plays a crucial role in QED3. too

In this connection we would like to have the general expression for w of any term 111 th>-
perturbaiion series The corresponding formula for QED4 is [7]

_• = . ! - - / • - / / . fj.r*-ii
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where 6 is the number of external boson (photon) lines and / is the total number of electrons
auU positrons We now prove for QEDj

Proposition 2.1

« = 3-/-i*-in. (2.35)

wktn n u iht trier of pcrferiati»* iktorg.
Before giving the proof, we draw the main conclusion of (2.35). The last term - $ n

implies that there are only a few graphs with w > 0 in the lowest orders- This is the
supernormalixabUity of QEDj, in contrast to the nonnaüzabilitv of QED« which has graphs
with u > 0 in any order. In QEDs there are only three such graphs, namely: for n = 2 the
vacuum polarization ( / = 0. t = 2) with w = 1 and the electron self-energy ( / = 2, * = 0)
with u.- = 0 and the vacuum polarization in fourth order n = 4 ( / = 0. 6 = 4) with ~ = 0
The vertex graph n = 3, / = 2 and 6 = I has already «. = - ! . The appearance of the order
n in (2.35) may be surprising, but if n/2 were not there, w could be half-integer which is
impossible.

Proof. The proof is inductive. To start the induction one easily verifies (2.35) for tut?
lowest order diagrams, in particular, the first order term

r.ix) = it : rt»h'*|i): -*,.<*) = - t , ( x ) (2.36)

has v — 0 by definition. In the inductive step one has to consider tensor products of two
subgraphs with singular orders ^i and uj. which obey (2.35) as induction hypothesis. This
product is normally ordered and we assume that / photon contractions arise in this pro-
cess. Then, taking translation invariance into account, the numerical part of the contracted
expression is of the form

_i -Xr) n°o( X l V -Ihjfoil/l ~ih... Jfr-I -

= *

Here. {xr.} is a subset of { z ( — i r ) and {yv.) is a subset of {y1 yv). and we have
introduced relative coordinates

The contraction function is given by

£ / W - 1 " . (2.37)

We compute lhe Fourier transform (omitting powers of 2T)

.(,,,,. . . l v - l . i l . . . •Í..-I.'/)

Since products go over into convolutions, wo get

I

> 'M I X



X I , | . . . f t - K,, , . . . .JjJJDJU-* )<S(.-••* + «,(*!.. .>-

Here. r(i) = v{k) if and only if x< and y* are joined by a contraction. Applying this to i
test function if € S ( R * r * v " " ) . «re obviously have

with

1

i

x IJflíí^). (2.3Í)
;='

In order to determine the- singular order of t in p-$pace. w have to consider the scaled
distribution [12]

= Sm /rf3r"V''3*~V'i(p')'2(í')*i(»>',9'). (2.39)

where

j

and m = 3{r + p — 1). We introduce scaled variables K, = ÍKJ, <j = iq and note that

(2.41)

This implies

W) (24V)

Using again scaled variables 6p' — p, iff = 7. we find

By the induction hypothesis. '1 and t-, Imvr stiiEuiar orders -1 . -? with power counun;
functions /M(ÍJ. p;(é). respectively. Then the following limit exists:

;)= (to{p). r-).



hence, the singular order of t{p) »

•• = W] + ui ; + / — 3.

It remains to check that this result satisfies (2.35). Substituting

we find
- = 3-(/1 + *)-I« 2

Since tiie second bracket is just the number of pboion operators after the / photon contrac-
tions. (2.35) is proven in this case.

The case of / fermionic contractions is essentially identical, but one uses thai

S+(/«) = (|l+in)DJ. (2.44)

which results from a contraction of massive Fermi fields, has singular order u = - 1 . One j
therefore obtains instead of (2.42) that ;

\i)-^*ih'M) for é-o.

This finally implies
-• = w,+w5 + 2/ - 3 . (2.45)

and this also satisfies (2.35).

3. Vacuum Polarization

The first order term T, of QED is given by (2.36). On going from n = 1 to n = 2 the
inducuvr method, sketched in section 2. proceeds by forming

.is» = T,Ui)r,(x2) = -r,(*,)T,{xj) (3.1)

f ) , (3.2)

and
05(*,,z5) = K,- .4, = r,(>,)TiU3)-Ti(K3)r,(*i). (3.3)

By using Wick's theorem, the term due in vacuum polarization in (3.3) is obtained hy two
fermionic contractions (see. e.g.. [7], p.150)

(3.4)



where « = x. - x ; and 5* was denned in (2.44):

i k - " - (35)

Above, as usual, f — '*!>„. and yx — frin and £ = yj\>- -t- »<- See Appendix A for further
notation and conventions. Similarly

' ^ ( ^ - " • k " ' (3.6)

Due to invariance of the trace under cyclic permutations, one may write (3.4) in the form
(we now omit the superscript ~vp~):

- P"i-9)\ • - i . lr .M.txj) : (3.7)

where
5-f-»)l. (3.8)

The numerical distribuiion occurring in (2.13) is therefore

d~(x, .x?) =<*"'(*)=/»•»(*) -P"i-9). 13.9)

It has causal support (2.14), as may be -verified as in ([7], p. 165) by writing

T>lS-{*Yr'S+i-9) - S+ivh'S-i-9)] =

where
S{r) = S*(t) + 5"(x) = {ip+ m)D{x)

and

is the (3-dimensional) Pauli-Jordan distribution, which has support in V'+(0)U V'"(0)
The rest of the analysis proceeds in momentum space. The Fourier transform P"'{k)

follows from (3 8) and (3.5.6)

P"[k) = e2|2*r»tr jrfa,Mn*^ + mb'(rf, + m)

m'Wm - 7 2 - * ) (310)

Using \>=<i\ and q = —if> as new integration variables, we arrive at

/dpd,»(- ."(* + n»)7"(fl - m)}

(3.11)
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where
J-'ikf - ídpàip- - ,n-)e(pu)6[(k- - pf - m:]

x6(*°-/) /•"(*,;>) (3.12)

witli
r(k,V) = tr fr*(p + m)7"(K - p - in)). (3.13)

By the identities (A.4) and (A.5) in appendix A. we find

j«"(fc,p) = -2[(nr - p V + 2 p V - (p*fc" + p"k")+

+g'"'p-k-imil""'ko]. (3.14)

By (3.11-14) it follows that P"" is gauge-invariant

^/"•"(frJsO. (3.15)

This implies the following tensor structure of P""

with
P?{k) = ( f c T - k2g'"')B(k2) (3.17)

and
f . (3.18)

It follows from (3.16-18) thai

-2Jfc2B(fc2) = P*(Jt) = ^^""( i t ) (3.19)

n«2'(Jt2) = -^-^rc^oP^ik). (3.20)

Notice that in three space-time dimensions P"" has an antisymmetric part P^ in
four dimensions such a term wovld involve the tensor c"1""1 and the corresponding term
^""'kakg is identically zero. By (3.11-14), (3.19) and (3.20), both 5(Jfc2) and t<7)(k-) may
be computed (see appendix B). We find

B(k-) = - ~ * " ^ 4 > W ' e ( * a - 4n>
i)-p0(ito), (3.21)

- 4m2)6(i0). (3.22)
2vk'

By (3.9) we therefore find
<*""(*) SB 4"(Jt) + ^*(Jt) (3.23a)

where
d%"(k) = (PU" - t - V W i t 1 ' ) (323Í)

and
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Bik-) and n l 2 ) ( t 2 ) follows from (3.9). (3.16-18). (3.21) and (3.22).

(3.24)

(3.25)

The order of c/£" is therefore w = 1 and that of d%. u; = 0.
Distribution splitting follows now from (2.31) and (2.32). We first treat the symmetrical

part. The corresponding retarded, symmetric splitting solution, given by (2.32). is (u- = 1):

This result holds true for k £ Í"1", hence sgnfr0 = 1. Putting (3.24) into (3.26), we get

,-r =£<*•*- -*v.

where
CC

= -2 / ;rrhõ.

4»rr ? dt

' ~ If- J 0(1- - 1 - ill
(3-29)

and we set

4

It is clear from (3.26. 27) that the symmetric splitting solution preserves gauge invariauce.
The integral in (3.28) can be evaluated:

(3.31)

may be calculated from (3.28)

j., - lllilj, ^ Ü211 HEI (3 32)
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We hence obtain from (3.38. 31) and (3.32)

1 - Jk-/4m- \ 4m]
* l o g ( ^

Expanding the logarithm for k- — 0. we find

From (2.31) we have now the general splitting solution

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

where we have written the most general covariaiii polynomial of degree -; = 1. It follows
immediately that Cf = CK = 0 because these terms are not in conformance with the tensor
structure. Finally, because of gauge in variance

k ,?c" — 0.

Co must also vanish. Hence, (2.33) is the unique solution for the symmetric part.
We now consider the antisymmetric part. Its symmetric splitting solution follows from

(2.31) and (3.23c, 25) (w = 0):

+OC

= 2(2JT):

upon comparison with (3.29). Comparing with (3.23c). we gel

r^ / t ) = in>r'"'<'Jton
l
r
2l(Jt2).

where

1
Expanding again for k- — U. we find

(3.36)

(3.37]

(3.38)

(3.39).
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The general splitting solution folbws from (2.32) (~ = 0):

Co!7^. (3.40)

The constant term does not. however, preserve the antisymmetric structure, hence Co = 0
and (3-36) is, again, the unique solution of the splitting problem.

We now make contact with [3] and [4]. We therefore write the photon propagator V in
lhe form

(I>"V = (0~V-'nB1,, (3.41)

where

is the free propagator. !{„„ the vacuum polarization tensor and u a gauge parameter (above
we have used the Feymnan gauge o = 1). Equation (3.41) folbws from the usual proper
vacuum polarization insertions

V = D + iDYlD + i-DHDUD + . . = £» + iDliV. (3.43)

our previous result for n by t
conventions of [3] and [4]. Hence, writing as in (3]
We must multiply our previous result for n by the factor (i) to get agreement with the :

^ ) (3.44)

we have, from (3.34) and (3.39),

n(1)(fc3) — CJt2. t 2 - 0 (3.45a)

with

and
f?

n ( 2 1 ( 0 ) = . (3.40c)
4wm

To compute V from (3.41) one uses the following three orthogonal projection operators

(3.46)

satisfying

and
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Then (3.42) and (3.44) assume the following form

3 <3>) (3.47)
k- + IO

P*2») + m(P<" - P(2))>/fc*n<2>. (3.48)

Since

l
one finds for (3.41)

T»-« = (it2 -

+ ( lf- - in" 1 - i im/Pll1 2»)/*1 1 + -* 2 P 1 3 1 . (3.49)
o

The inverse is given by

V= i = Ptu+

(3.50)

Substituting the original expressions (3.46). one finally gets

k,kv n l2)

Í 1 i

with

By (3.45) it follows that, in second-order perturbation theory

Strictly speaking, we have only calculated the retarded distributions. For the full vacuum
polarization tensor we must add -R% (3.2) (see (2.7)). But the latter vanishes for k': < 4m-
due to (3.21. 22), and this is the region we are only interested in.

It follows from (3.47), (3.48a) and (3.49) that the photon acquires non-perturbatively
a (nonzero) "dynamically generated" mass /i of order r. This feature depends only on
property (3.49). The word "nonperturbative" requires, however, a clarification: by that we
mean that the nonzero mass p / 0 is a result of summing an infinite number of selected
graphs, i.e. precisely those contributing to the r.h.s of (3.46). The effect is. therefore,
absent in any finite order of perturbation theory. It is unproven that summation of all
graphs (if possible) would yield the same (qualitative) result.

4. The Self - Energy
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The C-number distribution corresponding to the electron self-energy is ([7], p.170)

d{y) = -e'--"[

»eV|«*-(»)-<*+(»)]"»„. (4.1)

where
y) (4.2)

) (4.3)

The Fourier transform of d is

-*'J jd3q Dõip-iM + n>)D~(q) =

= /i + ;2. (4.4)

where

/, =i2*r2'3 J fqeiq" -po)mp-i)3)W-iaMf -m2) (4-5)

and
3 r J 3 0 0 7 0 2 : (4.6)

We now take p time-like in the form p = (po. 0). Then

=7 §"
It follows from (4.7) that po < 0 and

p5 ^
"" + T- whence

• ~" Po ,
„ and

Therefore

Now. /•_. = /;,„-.'. and /;,. = 0 if v ^ 0 by symmelry. For /;o we have

/•..„ = / i/'r/i/o0('/!. - ;'o)^(;'i" - ij'o'/n
7

/.,(i _ / ,/'.. ,..<a/.. _. ...M,.:-' _ -i ^ ..•••;,*('/" **• A )

( 4 7 )

=7- (48)
Pó
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(4.9)

in the same way as above for I\. For general p. we haw thus to replace pg by p2 in It and
7; (except in ©(— po). which remains as such), and the linear term f°po in i°ho. with /;o
given by (4.9). by <f>. We therefore obtain

d.(P) = (2pir3/!f e{P- - m2)e(-po)4= [•»» - í (1 + ^ )1 • (410)

J+ (4.3) is calculated in the same way.
It follows now from (4.1). (4.10) and (A3) that

d(p) - d+{p))-,v =

p~
(4 11)

From (4.11) we see that the singular order is » = 0. Hence, the symmetric f l i t t i n g solution
(2.31) is therefore given by

Here p must be in the forward cone V + . We call J3, J4. J5 the terms corresponding to the
summands 3»JJ, tj/2, m2/t2p7, respectively, in (4.12). We have

_ 7 d t ( i , ; u
~ J <i V l - f + iO 1 + i + iO/

Now.

and

/ = 7 Ar ' —±—\-
J | í |v i - í + iO 1 + í + iO/

:J]=

.;,= 7 ±- 2!
d

(4.13)

,4 .14)



o / dt - >

9
(4.15)

It follows from (4.12)-(415) that

„.„,
The general solution (2.30) of the splitting problem is

r<;>> = HP) + Co. (417)

On the other hand, the tensor structure of r is

(4.18)

as seen from (4.11), whereby r0 has order -• = -1 anu (jf" ]{]>-)) has order -- = 0. But Co in
(4.IT) would correspond to i'o. and this is impossible, since -• = —1. Thus Co = 0. because.
as we noted in section 2, the distribution splitting must respect the tensor structure. Hence,
(4.16) is the general solution. The logarithmic sigularity at the mass shell p- = m2 is worse
than in four dimensions ([7], p.174). However, the singularity is integrable, and r(p) remains
a well defined tempered distribution. In any case. S(g) given by (2.1) with g € S, is well
defined in perturbation theory also in three dimensions. As remarked in the introduction,
we shall not consider the adiabatic limit g — 1 in this paper. The latter is more subtle in
three dimensions.

5. Conclusion

As remarked in ([3], p.397), the Pauli-Villars regularization procedure adds a constant
to n<2>(*2) (3.44). This leads to a term of the form

imC-»""^. with C=

added to '"/(k) (3.37). This is just the negative of (3.45c), yielding now IT2)(0) = 0.
However, such a term is of order »• = 1 and is therefore not allowed in minimal splitting
with singular order w = 0. Therefore the Pauli-Villars regularization corresponds to a
non-minimal splitting in the causal theory. As discussed in section 2 (2.33), non-minimal
splitting must be rejected on the experimental basis in QED_, This is the reason for the
failure of the Pauli-Villars regularization procedure in QED3. At first sight, there seems
to be a contradiction to section 7 of [6]. where Epstein and Glaser say that Pauli-Villars
reguianzation is equivalent to the causal theory. Tiie point is that Epstein and Glaser
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consider reguiarization of the individual propagators, whereas in renormalized perturbation
theory tiie whole integrand of a divergent Feynman integral is regularized.

Summing up. we have shown that in the causal framework. QED3 is a well-defined
perturbative theory, without ar,y ambiguities, and, in particular, a nonzero dynamically
generated photon mass.

Acknowledgement. W.F.W. would like to thank the Institut fur Theoretische Physik
der tiniversitat Zurich for its kind hospitality, FAPESP for a travel grant and the Schwei-
zerische Nationalfonds fcr supporting his stay in Zurich.

Appendix A

In this appendix we fix our notation and recall some useful identities used in the text.
Our conventions for the metric tensor and the representation of the gamma matrices are

0 1 - "*
7 = " 3 . 7 = U M . - " = • « ' 2 .

where a are the Pauii matrices. We have

{ y , T ' } = y V + 7 V = 2ir. and U.I)

7 V 1 ^ " " - « - " " T o . (-4.2)
from which it follows that

= -p". (-4.3)

ro"\-o d , . 3

tr (y")=0 (.4.4)

tr(T*7") = 23'"'. (A.6)

By successive use of (A.2). and (A.4), (A.5). we find

t r (7"-V) = -itl"aU(-ia-í
f') = -2ÍE"1"1 M.6)

= Hg^i" - W + <r<r)- (-4.7)
Note that the parity transformation P corresponds to inversion of one of the axes, since
inversion of both leads leads to a rotation of angle J. For more information on the discrete
symmetries see [3].

Appendix B
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In this appendix, we provide the detailed calculation of B(k2) given in (3.21). Calcula-
tion of ÍT"'It-') (given by (3.2*2)) follows the same lines and is much simpler, so that we do
not present it here. By (3.19) and I3.11)-(3.14)

- p°)Wk, p).

where r"J follows from (3.14):

*,p) = -2 (3»r - i? +pk).

(B.I)

(B.2)

In (B.I), since p- = m2 — q-, where q = L- — p. it follow» that k = p+q is time-like and there
exists a Lorentz frame where £ = (i'o, 0)- In this frame, using {k — p)2 = m2 = k2 — 2pk+p~,
which implies '2pk = b-. we get

d-p clL2

Here.

which implies

It follows that

- D

Hence

fl(tg) = - T " 9(*6 " (B.5)

from which (3.21) follows upon returning to an arbitrary Lorentz frame. As remarked, the
calculation of fl'-'iP) is much simpler and follows the same lines.
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